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This book shows you how you can develop one single swing for all your clubs by simply

matching your existing clubs to fit your body. The Authors website, www.rational-golf.com,

contains the patented algorithm that will do all the calculations for you for free. All you need to

do then is to install the appropriate weights into the butt end of your clubs. You can do this

yourself, or any club fitter that operates a BioMatch Fitting Center can do everything for you. As

you now have one swing for all your clubs, dispersion, ball striking, and your enjoyment of the

game will improve effortlessly. The book explains in simple terms how physics applies to the

golf swing and how you can take advantage of this new knowledge.The book also takes a

sober look at some of the myths and disbeliefs in golf. By applying physics and a bit of

common sense, these myths are exposed.

About the AuthorLaura Embrey earned a bachelor’s and a master’s degree from the University

of California at Berkeley. She is currently a high school English teacher and the author of Form

Drawing: Grades One through Four. Laura has one son and lives with her two cats in Fair

Oaks, California. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.
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HOW TOMATCH YOUR GOLF CLUBSAnd Develop a Single Swing Rather Than 13FOR � �

BETTER DISPERSION � �MORE DISTANCE � �EFFORTLESS IMPROVEMENT � �MORE FUNBygisle

solhaug© 2021 Gisle SolhaugGisle Solhaug can be reached by email at

gisle.solhaug@me.comAcknowledgementsMy son, Gregory, is a talented golfer. It has been an

inspiration that maybe one day, I can apply my work to his game at a professional level. As I

write this, Gregory is thriving playing golf for the University of Oregon. I have always made sure

that his clubs are correctly matched so that he grooves one single swing.Without the support of

my wife, Rita, this would not be possible. For a period, the dining table was my workshop.

Thank you for your patience.I very much appreciate the support given to me by IMG Golf

Academy in Bradenton, Florida. The Director of Golf and his team let me use their facilities,

including TrackMan bays, to research and develop BioMatch. Some of the coaches and

students continue to use BioMatch. I would also like to take this opportunity to thank the

Academy and all its instructors and teachers for creating an environment for my son to develop

his golfing and personal skills. I cannot imagine a better place for a kid to grow up.Dr. Eric

Wilson and his team at Keizer University College of Golf played an instrumental role in my

research and development, which lead to my paper on Scientific Matching of Golf Clubs. Thank

you!Natalie and David Dewhirst took my BioMatch Algorithm and turned it into a beautiful

website, for which their company ThreeTwelve Creative won the Davey Award. I will never do

anything web or design related without consulting you. Thank you!I thank Dr. Sasho MacKenzie

and his group of scientists at the World Scientific Congress of Golf for letting me present my

work to them and for their valuable input. One member of the group, Brad Goetsch of the

University of Nebraska-Lincoln, is doing the final verification of BioMatch. Thank You!Thank

you, my PGA Tour journalist friends Fatiha Betscher and Bernie McGuire, for your support and

introductions to numerous players and coaches on the PGA Tour. Your friendship is highly

appreciated.Last but not least, thank you, Chris Haigh, for your patience in editing the book.I

hope you will enjoy reading this book as much as I did writing it. I challenge you to act on the

information contained herein to improve your handicap and the enjoyment of the

game.PrologueThe Cable Companies did not invent Netflix.The Banking Industry did not invent

PayPal.The Hotel Chains did not invent Airbnb.Kodak did not invent the Digital Camera.A

Phone Company did not invent the Smart Phone.The Golf Industry did not invent BioMatch,

Hammerhead, Perimeter Weighted Club Heads, Graphite Shaft, Launch Monitors, or Range

Finders. People outside the box make most inventions. Those in the box tend to follow the

trends inside the box and only make minuscule improvements on the existing technology.

Groundbreaking technology comes from outside the box and will always be resisted by those

inside the box. Misconceptions flourish inside the box.I was once fitted for a new set of clubs in

Singapore. I asked the club fitter how he would decide which Swingweight was right for me.

When he did not have an answer, I suspected that Swingweight might not be all that useful. I

started to study the matching of golf clubs. My suspicion was soon confirmed, Swingweight

does not work, and a more scientific way of matching golf clubs is needed. Even the

Swingweight patent admits that it is just an approximation that may be useful. As clubs today

do not look much like they did a hundred years ago, Swingweight is even less relevant today.

The golf industry gave up finding the solution, which was considered the Holy Grail of Golf,

decades ago.The fundamental problem with today's methods of matching golf clubs is that it is

assumed that all the clubs should feel the same. Rather than matching all the clubs to feel the

same, BioMatch matches the clubs so that you can groove the same consistent swing for all



the clubs. This is the main difference between BioMatch and all earlier attempts to match golf

clubs.Do you have any examples of golf myths that ought to be busted and added to this book?

If so, please let me know, and I will consider and answer every email. Please contact me

at gisle@rational-golf.com. Some golfers and people in the golf industry may argue against my

findings and arguments. I would love to hear from them as well.ForewordI picked up the game

of golf as an adult after being introduced to the game by friends in Singapore. At first, it was

just a social thing, hanging out with my friends at the driving range, drinking beer, and having

fun in the evenings. After some time, I was slowly bit by the golf bug and eventually became

serious about learning the game. I admit that the rise of Tiger Woods probably had something

to do with it. Unfortunately, there was not much time for practicing and playing. In 2006, I

decided it was time to consult a clubfitter to get the best possible equipment that would fit my

body and proficiency level. I chose the Ping Rapture set of Golf Clubs; I still believe this was

the right choice of clubs for the level I played as these clubs are very forgiving. My handicap

was 24 at that time.The club fitting process was simple. The club head was selected based on

my proficiency level and personal preference. I did find the use of various materials in the

Rapture Iron heads attractive. Shafts were selected based on my club head speed. Grips were

selected based on my hand size. The lie angle was calculated based on my height and height

from floor to wrist. Then the lie angle was checked by hitting a few balls with a 7-iron with some

tape on the sole. The tape would indicate which part of the club head, heel or toe, was hitting

the lie angle board. Only the putter and irons were checked for lie angle. Clubs were matched

by “swingweight.”And that was it. I did not feel that I was getting the clubs tailored to my needs.

Ping is renowned for being the mainstream club manufacturer that pays the most attention to

detail when it comes to club fitting. Other manufacturers are far worse. The experience was

disappointing.I did ask the club fitter what swingweight I should be fitted with. He looked at me

with a blank expression in his eyes. He looked like he had just fallen from the moon. He had

nothing to say. And that is not his fault. Nobody in the golf industry can answer this simple

question. Some may come up with some nonsense about feel, rhythm, and tempo, without

actually knowing what they are talking about.I was particularly astonished when I learned how

the swingweight measuring device works. The swingweight measuring method is related to the

center of gravity of the club. Anyone that had physics in school would know that the center of

gravity of the club has nothing to do with how it behaves when swung. It just does not enter the

equation.Of all the millions of people who play golf, was I the only person awake when

Newton’s Laws of Motion were taught in school? I do not think so. Why is it, then, that nobody

in a hundred years has picked up on this flaw that forces golfers to learn 13 different swings,

one for each club? It is amazing.This predicament set me off on a quest to find the correct way

of matching golf clubs within a set and to a golfer of a particular build. Matching golf clubs is by

many considered the Holy Grail of Golf, and rightfully so. I was driven by my quest to improve

my handicap and to beat my friends in golf. Little did I know that I would discover a method of

matching golf clubs that will enhance the enjoyment of the game of every golfer in the world

that chooses to apply my invention. On this journey in the irrational world of golf, I came across

some amazingly weird opinions set forward by people who should know better. Some of these

are discussed in this book.I hope that I will inspire you to act on the information herein and

thereby improve your handicap and enjoyment of this game we love, and sometimes hate. The

game is so much more fun to play when you do not have to keep searching for your ball in the

rough.IntroductionOf all the myths and disbeliefs in golf, swingweight is the most

misunderstood and the most damaging. Amazingly, this misconception of matching golf clubs

has survived for a hundred years. Most golfers in the world is playing with a mismatched set of



golf clubs, even at the highest level. This is a problem, as every golfer needs to learn and

perfect 13 different swings. As can be seen on the various professional golf tours, not even

professional golfers can hit a golf ball with consistency over time. I wonder how a professional

bowler would perform if he had to use a ball of different weight for every throw.The solution is

BioMatch, founded on basic Newtonian physics, the principle of conservation of energy, and

biomechanics. It is a system that can be implemented for any golfer and applied to his or her

existing golf clubs. Once implemented, the improvement in one's game will come automatically

and effortlessly, as the need to subconsciously remember 13 different swings is eliminated.In

2006, I was being fitted for a new set of golf clubs. When I asked the clubfitter how he would

decide what swingweight my new clubs should be, I could not get a sensible answer. To this

day, I have not heard a sensible answer to this question. Swingweight is not considering any

properties of the golfer. I decided to study the physics of the golf swing to find a way of

matching golf clubs within a set and to a particular golfer. My educational background is from

the science of physics, and I hold a Bachelor of Science degree in Engineering and an MBA in

International Business.Some ground-breaking discoveries were made on this journey. These

are all revealed and explained in an easy-to-understand manner in this book. Several myths

will also be laid to rest, providing the foundation for explaining the simple physics of matching

golf clubs. The mathematics behind BioMatch is not included in this book, but can be found in

the paper, Scientific Matching of Golf Clubs, available as a free download at www.rational-

golf.com.When you play with a set of golf clubs that have been properly matched to your body,

as can be achieved through the BioMatch method, all clubs will release the way they were

intended: without requiring any steering or control by your wrists. Thereby, every full swing will

be the same. Imagine learning one swing rather than thirteen. This will result in more

consistent distances, directions, and spins. Once you become accustomed to swinging with

more relaxed wrists, club head speed and distance will also improve. BioMatch works for you

effortlessly.Fortunately, as a golfer, you do not need to understand the system for it to work.

Understanding why it works may, however, make you fully trust your clubs and your swing. If

you are a believer in the swingweight method, you will need to pay attention to Chapter 2 to

unlearn everything you know about it, so that you will be able to understand the fundamental

physics of matching golf clubs. Proof that the current method of swingweight does not work is

provided. Do not worry; this is not rocket science. However, one piece of the puzzle was

provided by NASA.Although the solution to matching golf clubs has been provided through the

patented BioMatch method of club matching, one problem remains. The swingweight method

of club matching is ingrained in most clubmakers´ and clubfitters´ minds. Oddly, physics and

science are not highly regarded in the golfing world.I have, on occasion, discussed matching of

golf clubs with clubmakers and well-educated people. Very few of them can accept a world

without their swingweight scale. After explaining the BioMatch club-matching system at length,

the same question always pops up: what is the swingweight after the clubs are matched? It

becomes obvious to me the concept of club matching was not understood at all. I admit that

the thought crossed my mind that my teaching skills need to be honed and the message

simplified. That brought me to write this book.I believe that when something new comes along,

people will resist changing. To learn anything about the matching of golf clubs, the concept of

swingweight has to be unlearned. An open mind is beneficial. Maybe you are new to golf and

know nothing about swingweight. In that case, it will be easy for you to learn and take

advantage of having your clubs matched.It is my goal to use this book to teach the golfing

world about the simple physics of matching golf clubs, thereby improving the handicap and

enjoyment of the game for all. BioMatch should also aid in recruiting people to the game.



Playing with 13 completely different clubs can make the game very frustrating.During the

development of the BioMatch method of matching golf clubs, I was monitoring my scores and

handicap. After applying the technique to my golf clubs, my handicap was reduced from 22 to

13 over a period of two short seasons. I expect most golfers applying the BioMatch method will

achieve similar results effortlessly.This book is not concerned with the aesthetics of the swing.

Rather it is creating a model of the golf swing and golfer in which physics can be applied. The

model is based on a professional-level golf swing, but the resulting calculations apply to all

golfers.History of Matching Golf ClubsIntroductionA properly matched set of clubs will provide

superior consistency in ball flight, direction, and distance (Zumerchik, 2010). In order to match

clubs to a particular golfer, golf enthusiasts have explored a few non-scientific methods over

the last hundred years, most notably the swingweight method, still used by most golfers today.

The golf industry seems to have given up on searching for a scientific method of matching golf

clubs. It is for some reason believed that all clubs in a set should be made to feel the same.

The Purpose of Matching Golf ClubsSeveral things can go wrong in a golf swing. If the

clubface is half a degree off, the ball can end up 20 meters off-target. If the ball is hit 5 mm off

the sweet spot, it will have a detrimental effect on distance and direction. The actions and

timing of the vast array of muscles involved must be held in the golfer's subconscious memory

(Zumerchik, 2010).Obtaining the required accuracy with one club, and embedding it in the

subconscious mind, is an achievement. To create and memorize the coordinated array of

muscle movements and accuracy for each of the thirteen clubs in the bag is almost impossible.

The golfer must also call upon any one of the thirteen coordinated movements at random. With

many years of endless practice, one may get close to mastering this at a subconscious

level.Even professional golfers can win a tournament one week, and then miss the cut the

following week. Maintaining thirteen different swings is hard. Therefore, throughout the game's

history, golfers have tried to match golf clubs within a set to behave as intended, using one

swing.With BioMatch, one coordinated array of muscle movements is grooved for all thirteen

clubs. It is much easier to develop and maintain one swing rather than thirteen. This is

particularly true when the swings are so similar that it is difficult to tell them apart. Jack

Nicklaus is an example of a golfer that tried to solve this problem by adding lead tape under his

grips. He did this entirely by feel. You may say he was rather successful at it. Now, anyone can

do it, with greater accuracy, using BioMatch.Traditional Methods of Matching Golf ClubsLet's

look at some traditional methods of matching golf clubs: matching by swingweight, “MOI

matching,” and “perfectly matched clubs.” These methods all intend to make swinging each club

in the set feel the same. So, let us first define what is meant by feel.Defining FeelThe way a

golf club “feels” can be defined as the forces and moments, from the golf club, that a golfer

experiences when holding or swinging a golf club. These forces and moments are felt by the

golfer's hands and propagate to other parts of the body and down to the ground. When

comparing the feel of various golf clubs, it is assumed that all the clubs are swung identically,

that is, the torso is applying the same torque for every swing. Identical clubs will then result in

equal forces acting on the golfer and thereby provide the same feel. According to Newton's

laws of motion, to make all the clubs in a set feel the same, whether they are held still or

swung, one needs to construct the clubs in such a manner that the following three properties of

all the clubs are identical:Mass of the clubsDistance from Grip to the center of gravityMoment

of Inertia about the center of the Grip, or “MOIG”There is no evidence supporting that such a

set would be superior in any way. It is noted that the 2nd criterion, the distance from the grip to

the center of gravity, only applies to a club held in a stationary position. So this criterion does

not serve much purpose for a golfer swinging a club. SwingweightRobert Adams developed



the first known system for matching golf clubs in the 1920s (eventually filing US Patent No.

1,953,916 in 1931). He measured swingweight, the upward force at the grip end of the club

when balanced on a point 14 inches down the shaft on a "Lorythmic" scale using an arbitrary

system of letters A to G and numbers 0 to 9, with A0 being the "lightest," and G9 the

"heaviest" (Maltby, 1995). Other scales were developed, but none proved popular.Swingweight

can be used to approximate the moment of inertia around the center of the grip. As we will see

later, matching by moment of inertia is not a good solution to matching golf clubs. So,

swingweight approximates a method that does not work. Matching by swingweight is, therefore,

completely irrational. This is what led me to study the matching of golf clubs. The swingweight

instrument was intended for adjusting the head weight when all the grips and shafts are

identical in weight distribution. So even if it had worked, it would not apply to modern golf clubs,

where shafts have different weights and weight distributions.MOI MatchingMOI matching is a

system that strives to have the same moment of inertia for all of the clubs. The moment of

inertia is measured from the club's grip end. This solution is meant as a more exact version of

the swingweight method. However, as MOI is measured around the butt end of the club, it is

not relevant. Even when the swingweight scale was invented a hundred years ago, it was

understood that the MOI needs to be measured around an axis perpendicular to the shaft

going through the center of the grip. Let us call this MOIG, where G refers to the center of the

grip. MOIG is an accurate measurement of the heft of the golf club. Heft is here defined as the

resistance one feels when one rotates an item from side to side with the hands in a stationary

position.ÿü �Instruments for measuring the moment of inertia (MOI) around the club's grip end are

available at a low cost. This has brought about the opportunity of matching a set of clubs by

making all the clubs have the same moment of inertia. There are, however, two problems with

the current moment of inertia method. First, as mentioned, the golf club does not rotate around

the club's grip end, so the moment of inertia around the grip end is not as relevant as the MOI

measured around the center of rotation. Secondly, the system does not specify the mass of the

golf club. The importance of mass will be discussed later.In tennis, swingweight is measured as

the moment of inertia around the center of the grip. As seen in figure 1.1, when the tennis

racket is mounted in the device, it rotates around the center of the grip rather than around the

grip's end. In the top right-hand corner of the photo, you will also see a scale for measuring

weight, the other critical property of any object being swung. If physics can be applied in this

way to tennis, why not golf?Perfectly Matched ClubsPerfectly matched clubs all have the same

mass, centre of gravity (as measured from the butt end of the club), and MOIG. They, thereby,

all feel and swing the same. Blindfolded, it would be impossible to tell the difference between

the clubs. Such a set of clubs would be quite peculiar and not acceptable by golfers, though

such sets were available on the market at one time (Jorgensen, 1999).Single length irons is an

example of perfectly matched clubs. However, in this case, only the irons are matched. It is

when the clubs differ in length that matching of clubs becomes complicated.Traditional

Methods of Matching Feel Do Not WorkThese three methods, swingweight, MOI matching, and

perfectly matched clubs, attempt to make all the clubs feel and swing the same way. But, since

the clubs have different lengths, we do not want all the clubs to feel and swing the same.

Conversely, clubs of the same length should feel the same. It makes more sense to match

clubs so that you will groove one swing for all your clubs.Would you play better golf if all the

clubs felt the same? There is no reason that this would be the case. Does the ball care about

what you feel? The ball only cares about the forces acting on it.None of the traditional methods

of matching golf clubs take the properties of the golfer into account. It is not possible to match

the clubs in a set without a person to match the clubs to. Physical properties of the golfer such



as weight, height, and body composition play a major role in matching golf clubs. In the next

chapter we will take a closer look at Swingweight and how it fails to deliver.A Closer Look at

SwingweightIntroductionIn the previous chapter we looked at various methods of matching golf

clubs. We will now discuss the most popular method in more detail. If you are a die-hard fan of

swingweight, this chapter is for you. If you understand that swingweight does not serve any

purpose, you may happily skip this chapter.To adapt the BioMatch method of matching golf

clubs or applying physics to the science of matching golf clubs, one must first forget about

swingweight. Swingweight has been used for almost a century without being seriously

challenged. Therefore, it is not easy to unlearn swingweight and eradicate it from the mind to

make room for BioMatch. This chapter is an attempt to convince you that swingweight is not

doing any golfers any good.Over time, he golf industry has been paying less attention to

swingweight. The swingweight of every club sold is specified, but it is not unusual to see a set

consisting of clubs of various swingweights. In general, every new development in golf club

technology brings the golf club further away from the original wood shafted clubs used for

developing the swingweight method. Most people in the golf equipment industry understand

that the swingweight method does not work, but they do not see the need for a better way as

customers do not complain.The History of Swingweight
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